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ABSTRACT

Three questions shouldbeaskedin any discussion on tpeasant logic andtechnical rationality» :
why do the smallholders do what they do ?

how do they react to crisis situations ?

whatis, orshouldbe, the developmentplanner 's contribution?
To clarify thefirst question, we must review some ofthe conceptualapproaches concerning peasant societies in the Third World. For
the second question, we should consider the ways the peasants react to the seasonal and climatic variations which regularly
affect agriculture in tropical countries. The third one evokes some ofproblems arising from the peasantItechnician confrontation,
andthe application of technological methods adaptedto ruralreality.

RÉSUMÉ

Trois questions semblent devoir être posées dans le débat sut le thème * logiquepaysanne et rationalitétechnique » :
pourquoilespetits exploitantsfont-ils ce qu 'ilsfont ?

comment réagissent-ils aux situations de crise ?

quelest, devrait être, l'apport duplanificateur?
Pour éclairer lapremière question, une revue de quelques approches conceptuelles des sociétés paysannes du tiers-monde apparaît
nécessaire. La seconde question est abordée à travers les réponses quefont lespaysans aux variations saisonnières et climatiques
quiaffectent régulièrement l'agriculture dans lespays tropicaux. La troisième évoque quelques aspects de laproblématique duface à
facepaysan /technicien, de l 'application aux réalités rurales d'une technologie appropriée.

introduction questions can be analysed at a variety of levels : the risk-
averting stratégies ofthe individual farming household, or, in
a btoader scale, the problems of social production and repro-

It is impossible to discuss «smallholders» logic and technical duction over time, are both valid levels of investigation. Yet,
rationality' without establishing some view of how small in development studies, confusions arise because the différent
farmers behave and why they do what they do. But thèse disciplines concerned witli development each have tended to
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confine their efforts to particular levels of analysis; thus while
economists study the micro-effects of household expenditure
flows, social anthropologists analyse intra- and inter-systemic
changes in the social relations of production. There is little
apparent relation between the méthodologies used and
conclusions reached by thèse various researchers and the
jargon of the specialists tends in any case to rcnder them
mutually incompréhensible.

It is to be doubted, in fact, whether we are yet capable of
producing cross-disciplinary gênerai théories. Nor, by insisting
on too great a logical rigour, are we likely to produce anything
but small morsels of prescriptive guidance for development
administrators. So if we proceed on the basis of disjointed and
partial analysis, and acknowledge that often we do not even
properly sec what it is small farmers are doing, this is a
reflection ofthe true state ofthe art ofdevelopment.

This paper, then, abandons the pretence of a smooth but
superficial masque, and explores, under three headings, a
number of issues which seem to be of increasing importance in
the subject area ofthe conférence. The three headings are : (i)
Why do small farmers do what they do ? (ii) What do they do
in the face of pressure ? (iii) How do and how should planners
respond?

PART I : WHY DO SMALL FARMERS DO WHAT THEY DO?

Part I reviews a number of conceptualisations of third world
smallholder societies within two broad catégories of thought.
Such a review is a necessary preliminary, if only to emphasise
yet again the partiality of théories which claim to identify and
explain the «key» variables in the relationship between social
formations and land use, and to suggest that how develop¬
ment planners characterise that relationship has profound
implications for development policy and practice, a matter
which will be taken up again in Part III.

Over the last two décades, work on the social transfor¬
mations which accompany économie development have been
set, broadly speaking, within two abstractions of what charac-
terises the development process : Marxist and Modernisation
Théories. By a modernisation approach (Long, 1977) is meant
a view of society which catégorises certain technological and
social organisational features (and, less explicity, political
features, too) as traditional or pre-modern, and others as cha¬
racteristic of «advanced» communities such as are to be found
in the relatively prosperous and stable nations of Western
Europe today; the «development process» is thus seen as one of
«modernisation» or the transformation ofthe traditional.

In practical terms, the gradualist approach of the moder¬
nisation school is often contrasted to the «transformation»
approach, by which is meant the attempt, under a develop¬
ment project ot programme, to change or replace the «tra¬
ditional» features of a community over a short period by
means of large amounts of capital,, new technologies,
substantial infrastructural development, and _ often
considérable reliance on expatriate «expertise»; examples are to
be found among most settlement schemes; some cash-crop
schemes; most plantation-with-outgrowers schemes. The
minimum but not sufficient condition is that substantial new
économie opportunities can be made available to participants.
Though «modernisation» and «transformation» are often
opposed as development approaches, the latter shares the
assumptions of the eveolutionists while attempting to

télescope the perceived processes of change through various
«stages» and advance a community at one move into the
«modem» world.

The framework for such an analysis was established in the
1960s, with HOSEUTZ (i960) applying Parsonian pattern
variables to the study of the development process (paired
value patterns governing the behaviour of one person towards
another, such as ascription-achievement), and Smelser (1963)
identifying - four processes of increasing structural
differentiation which accompanied économie development;
both Smelser and Eisenstadt (1966, 1970) subsequently
acknowledged the différences existing between various «pre-
modern» conditions and between diverse «traditional»
structures, and attempted to refine the catégorisation of
societal types subsumed under thèse labels, acknowledging,
too, that both the nature of the initial impetus towards
modernisation and the actual path of change would be diverse.

Field work using such models as conceptual guides rapidly
emphasised the uneveness of structural change between insti-
tutional sphères, with the continuation of traditional
structural forms and existing économie rôles and relationships
even during vigorous économie development (e.g. Epstein,
1962; Epstein and Penny (eds), 1972). Much of the relevant
field work was concerned with identifying and describing how
far certain économie and technological innovations brought
about changes in existing social institutions.

A number of such studies were conducted within a per¬
ception of historical change which holds that similar environ¬
ments tend to give rise to similar technologies and patterns of
labour use in production and distribution, and that «thèse in
turn call forth similar kinds of social groupings which justify
and coordinate their activities by means of similar Systems of
values and beliefs» (Harris, 1968 : 4). Criticised by Marxists as

«reductionist materialism», such an hypothesis can neither
explain the existence of différent social structures within the
same techno-environment, nor explain social change within
the same technology (or conversely). As the various discrète
social forms are held to emanate from independent develop-
ments in technologies through time, only associative and not
causal relations can be established between a technology and
its social form; neither the origins of change nor the apparent
continuity of social life can be explained. But, misled by
(often statistical) corrélation, the studies tended both to
assume causality and to reverse its direction. Thus Wittfogel
on the organisation of«hydraulic societies» : «thus a number of
farmers eager to conquer arid lowlands and plains are forced to
invoke the organisational devices which on the basis of pri¬
mitive technology offer the one chance of success : they
must work in coordination with their fellows and subordinate
themselves to a directing authority» (WnTFOGEL, 1957 : 18),
i.e. he postulâtes that the management needs of a large scale
irrigation require and produce a bureaucratically centralised
state. However, it is economically impossible for the
management staff to be available before the surplus necessary
to feed them exists as a product of the irrigation works them¬
selves; and if the bureaucracy is essential for the functioning of
the irrigation works, how can the works précède the deve¬
lopment ofthe bureaucracy?

It became évident that structural analysis (1), while
providing post hoc descriptions of the types and magnitudes

*

(1) Voir page suivante.
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of change together with highly generalised propositions about
kinds of change under the impact of particular external
factors, could not encompass two important problems : the
differential response of institutions to change, both within
communities and between similar institutions in differing
environments; and the problem of isolating the factors res¬

ponsible for change. In other words, one could not assume
that the results of similar types of économie development
would be structurally the same everywhere.

Once it was recongised, even for the purposes of abstract
analysis, there was no uniform, isomorphic, deterministic,
unilinear process, the problem of identifying the «end-state»
of die process loomed larger; clearly, whatever a community is
moving towards bears some relation to the ways in which that
community moves towards it. Even assuming a simplification
such as an idealised reality of independent «yeoman» farmers
as the desired or probable end, could one assume that «ail
paths lead to Rome», or identify some as more or less likely to
promote arrivai?

The essentially functionalist (2) perspective adopted by
some modernisation theorists produced a view of the «tra¬
ditional» as an equilibrium state, evolving over time under
external intervention towards a new equilibrium. Empirical
studies based on a functional analysis of a given social System
looked for, and described, changes in social rôles, activities,
values, and organisation over time. The tendency was to

overemphasise structural regularities at the start and end of
the process, as well as the homogeneity, stability, and internai
cohérence of traditional societies. In seeking structural regu¬
larities at two (or more) times, tlien isolating the factors which
appeared to have disturbed the initial «equilibrium», such
studies were unable to uncover the dynamics of response and
adjustment or the émergent properties which fed back into
the process of change, or to evaluate the weight of the impact
of internai as against external factors.

The evolutionary assumptions inhérent in the moderni¬
sation perspective run into further difficulties when spécifie
séquences of observed change are abstracted, and formulated
as stages or séquences of development (see Mosher, 1966; he
identified five essential preconditions and five «accelerators» of
the evolutionary process) (3). Advocates of such a perspective
isolate two catégories of problems; definitional ones (of deli-
neating structural conditions precisely while avoiding the
danger of absttacting situation-specific factors as key
explanatory variables); and problems ofhistorical séquence (of
identifying prerequisite conditions) (4). There is, however, a
third, conceptual problem. If one postulâtes that certain
«modem» attributes are a precondition of modernisation, how
is the prior existence (anterior émergence) of something which
is an attribute of a posterior process to be explained? There is a
further danger, exemplifîed in many such historical studies,
that historical facts are loaded with the status of logical prere-

(1) Marxists and non-Marxists alike share a concern for social stmcture since «it is the knowledge of the fundamental structural properties of social reproduction
which enables us to predict the way a society will behave over time» (FRIEDMAN, 1974 : 445). There are, however, almost as many définitions of structure and its rôle in the
social System as there are social scientists. The weakness of «pure» strucruralism is that it cannot explain how the forces of structural change corne to be distributed within a
social System, nor which can or cannot occur within a particular social form, nor define the boundaries of their actual influence. There is considérable confusion about the
types of relationship which can exist between structures, the causalities évident within structures sometimes being (mistakenly) extended to inter-structural relationships.
Causal relations properly exist between social Systems os éléments of Systems and not between their structural properties. «The key to the whole affair is what has been
referred to as the relative autonomy of structures, that is, the autonomy of their internatproperties. A contradiction between subsystems occurs as the resuit of a dominant
structure causing inter-systemic relations to strain to the limits of functional compatibility, but thèse limits are defined by the subsystems themselves. It is the relative
autonomy of structures which entials the necessary existence of two distinct kinds of relationship, those within and those between. And it is the substructures themselves
which doubly détermine the larger whole : first, by delimiting the kinds of functions which can serve to unité them, and second, by fixing the breakdown limits of those
functions» (FRIEDMAN, 1974 : 449).

(2) Functionalists seek to interpret rôles and activities in terms of their rationality (utility) within social structures. Functional analysis tends to hover uneasily
between merc description («the function of a school is to educate children»), and disguised implications of purpose («schools exist in order to educate children»). Forces of
change are seen to réside in discordant or dysfunctional cléments («formai, western-style éducation in Sri Lanka is dysfunctional to the country's économie progress»), but
functional analysis of itself can neither explain the origins of thèse cléments, nor how functional éléments within one structure (éducation) affect the functioning of
cléments in another (the economy), nor how the rationality of functions within structures relate to the rationality of the social System as a whole.

(3) The idea of «séquences of growth» blossomed in the increasingly detailed study of Eutopean économie history and of the impact of colonialism on traditional
societies, by post-war economists and historians, such as CLARK (1940), WINTER (1956), de VRIES (1954). The study of séquences of agricultural change received fresh
impetus with the publication in 1963 of W. ROSTOW'S The Stages of Economie Growth : a non-communist manifesto, and then suffered a sharp décline as criticisms of
Rostow's approach gathered strength. The Rostovian analysis contained four highly controversial postulâtes : (i) that, historically, ail developed societies had passed
through certain stages of économie growth, beginning with spécifie agricultural developments, in their progress to industrialisation and beyond ; (ii) that the process was
linear; (iii) that it was possible to identify a point of économie take-off; and (iv) that beyond this point, growth was self-sustaining. The policy implications of his analysis
was that if it were possible to ensure that a given package of factors and éléments were présent, and interacting in the right combination(s), growth would resuit.
Meanwhile, other social scientists were applying the notion to field observation of «societies in transition» (HASWELL, 1963; CLARK and HASWELL, 1970; GEERTZ, 1963;
EPSTEIN and PENNY, 1972). An associated attempt to discover the initiating impulse which set a society on its way to self-sustaining économie growth produced studies
such as The Conditions ofAgricultural Growth (1965) in which BOSERUP argues that while population growth itself is autonomous, in certain areas it causes intensification
of land use and increasing agricultural productivity. GEERTZ developed this thesis to explain the observed process of «agricultural involution» in which a rising population
is absorbed by producing at least as much output as needed to support the added labour input (acknowledging the limiting case where tenurial arrangements lead to an
éjection of labour from the land, creating a pool of labour more or less unemployable within the rural sector, deadening off-farm employaient, lowering aggregate
incomes, reducing demand for services etc.; i.e. where, even though output is rising, rural areas show a decreasing capacity to absorb their own labour). Subsequently,
others such as KNIGHT (1974) have examined the relationship between land use and population growth with référence to contemporary developments in third world
societies. Increasingly, the emphasis has been on the policy implications for modernising developing countries (SZCZEPANIK, 1975; HUNTER, 1970; HUNTER, BUNTING,
BOTTRAII(eds), 1976).

(4) Lévi-Strauss criticised evolutionism thus : «It is really an attempt to wipe out the divetsity of cultures while pretending to accord them full récognition. If the
various conditions in which human societies are found, both in the past and in far distant lands, are treated as phases or stages in a single line of development, starting
from the same point and leading to the same end, it seems clear that the diversity is merely apparent... Prior in date the scientific theory of biological évolution, social
evolutionism is thus too often merely a pseudo-scientific mask for an old philosophical problem, which there is no certainty of our ever solving by observation and inductive
reasoning». C. LEVI-STRAUSS. Race andHistory, Paris, UNESCO, 1952. 14-16.
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quisities, conferring historical necessity on (possibly) stochastic
processes.

Such conceptual problems arise out ofthe essentially dualist
classification inhérent in the modernisation approach, which
rests on a perception of change as a séries of discontinuities.
Neither the graduai modification over time of principles of
social organisation nor the origins or timing of change can be
handled within modernisation concepts.

The increasingly précise définitions of pre-capitalist socictal
types arrived at in the course of exploting the limitations of
modernising hypothèses, has led to various attempts at
«typologising», in the expectation that more profound causal
directions would become apparent as the material thrown up
by récent and detailed field studies became sufficiently volu¬
minous for careful comparison and grouping (5).

One ofthe earliest attempts (Murdock, 1949) led to the dé¬
claration «against the evolutionists, that there is no inévitable
séquence of social forms nor any necessary association between
particular rules of résidence or descent or particular types of
kin groups or kinship terms and levels of culture, types of
economy, or forms of government or class structure», and the
notion that historical events are a succession of accidentai hap¬
penings persists strongly in certain quarters. More récent
efforts at typologising, however, have revealed, at least, broad
shifts in descent patterns in association with particular forms
of political organisation and technology (DRIVER and SCHNESS-

LER, 1967). More recently, Jack Goody (Goody, 1976) has
attempted to use the systematically-coded information on 863
societies throughout the world -contained in the
Ethnographical Atlas (MURDOCK; 1967) in combination with
intensive studies of particular societies to uncover causal lin¬
kages between modes of transmitting property and other social
institutions, including the mode of agricultural production
and its associated technology. By introducing a sequential pers¬
pective into the cross-sectional analysis, he has formulated a
developmental analysis of social change over time, subjecting
his hypothèses to linkage and path analysis. Goody's detailed
examination of the évidence and the complexities of his argu¬
ments can be simplified thus : différences between, and
changes over time in Systems of agriculture (specifically, the
différences between and changes from hoe to plough agri¬
culture), or «the mode of productive activity in agricultural
societies», are associated with spécifie rôles and patterns of
inheritance. Within the framework, he discusscs why the stress
in Europe and Asia falls on marriage within the social group
(monogamous unions as well as the rôle of concubine, step-
parent, spinster, and adopted child), compared to Africa
where the emphasis is on marriage outside the group, poly-

gyny, and co-wives, and the causes of cross-cultural différences
in the sexual division of labour. But, as GODELIER (Godelier,
1977) has pointed out, such types of analysis do not grapple
with the problem ofwhy, and under what conditions, kinship
dominâtes social organisation (rather than, as among the
Mbuti hunter-gatherers of Taire, intergenerational relations;
or, among the Incas, politico-religious relations).

In the ideological debates which plague sociology and social
anthropology, non-Marxists use the fact of apparent prédo¬
minance in some instances of kinship (or orther ideological or
«social» factors) to deny the Marxian hypothesis on the ulti¬
mately determining rôle of économies in history. (For a superb
exposition by a non-Matxist see DUMONT'S Homo
Hierarchicus, 1970, on the social organisation of traditional
India) (6). The Marxist response (see Godeuer, 1977) is to
argue that, whenever social factors appear to predominate,
they are, necessarily, functioning as relations of production.
«It is the relations of production which are the déterminants in
the dominance ofany one élément. They have a gênerai deter¬
mining effect on the organisation of society, since they
détermine both this prédominance and through it, the
gênerai organisation of society». «The fundamental questions
then become, under what circumstances and for what reasons
does a certain factor assume the functions of relations of pro¬
duction, and does it control the reproduction of thèse relations
and, as a resuit, social relations in their entirety ?» (GODEUER,
1977 : 36). It is to considération of the Marxist social anthro¬
pologists 'arguments that this paper now turns.

Godelier (1977 : 62) has expressed the aim of Marxist
anthropologists as the search for laws which are both laws of
function and laws of transformation, that is, which résolve the
contradictions apparent in the functionalist and structuralist
approaches between the synchronie and the diachronic. Marx
had distinguished between the base and the superstructure in
society : modem Marxist anthropologists seek to distinguish
the laws governing transformations to the superstructure.
They argue that such laws are to be found in the articulation
of forces of production and social relations of production. It is
by examining the spécifie structural causality of varying forms
of productive modes that variations in types of social relations
can be explained (7).

Both the location of thèse social relations (within the infra¬
structure or superstructure) and the définition within this
context of «production» is problematic. Thus Godelier at
times seems to confine «production» within a substantive défi¬
nition of économies (the production of goods), while TERRAY
and MEILLASSOUX identify modes of production with types of
production technology (factory; cottage industry, etc.)

(5) See Ethnographie Atlas (UlMDOCK. 1967-). and, more recently. Village Studies : Data Analysis andBibliography, Vol. 1, India 1950-7}, compiles at Institute of
Development Studies, Sussex; published by R.R. BOWKER. London, 1976; and Village Studies : Data Analysis andBibliography, Vol. 2, Africa, Middle East and North
Africa, Asia (excluding India), Pacific Islands, latin America, West Indies and the Caribbean 1950-75, compiled at Institute of Development Studies, Sussex; published
by Mansell Publishing Ltd., London, 1978.

(6) It is a continuing weakness of Marxist social studies that they aie unwilling (or unable) to confront the spécial problems posed by caste in India, or, indeed, of
multiple societies in gênerai. The challenge by non-Marxists, that Marxist analysis in itself coloured by its wcstern-European origins and not, as Marxists would daim,
necessarily relevant to the understanding ofother societies with quite différent cultural idéologies, has been refuted at the level of abstract theory; but the empirical doubts
remain.

(7) Mode ofproduction : dénotes the mix ofproductive forces and social relations of production. Social relations of production : principally defined by die terms of
ownership and control ofthe means ofproduction and the social product (BOLIBAR. 1970; SAYER. 1974).
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(Terray 1969, Meillassoux 1967, 1972) (8). Friedman, on
the other hand, argues that relations of production «are not
simply the organisation ofthe work process... We must always
distinguish the technological from the social process of repro¬
duction. It is only to the latter that the notion «relations of
production», can be applied if we are to avoid the confusion of
certain Marxists who see a mode of production in every tech¬
nological activity... Relations of production are those social
relations which dominate (i.e. détermine the économie ratio¬
nality of) the material process of production in given techno¬
logical conditions at a given stage of development of the
forces of production» (1974 : 446). And again... «the social
relations of production define the spécifie «rationality» of the
économie system. They are not, nor can they be, technical
relations, a part of the organisation of labour» (Friedman,
1974 : 447). What is at issue is the dominance within a society
of the logic of particular social relations; thus, while Terray
and Meillassoux might distinguish two distinct modes of
ptoduction the factories of northern Italy and the peasant sub¬
sistence farming of the south, FRIEDMAN would argue that
both activities occur within the prédominant capitalist mode
of production which détermines the conditions within which
both the northern factories and the southern subsistence farms
operate.

Godelier'S formulation avoids both «reductionist
materialism» and «vulgar economism». The former term
applies to the work of those social scientists adopting the
Systems approach of ecologists who reduce the study of
économie and social relations to the spécifies of technology and
to man's biological and energetical interaction with the envi¬
ronment (DYSONHUDSON ; 1970, as an example), and it has
been noted earlier in this paper (9). The latter, «vulgar eco¬

nomism», refers to analysis «which reduces ail social relations
to the status of an epiphenomenon associated with économie

relations which are themselves reduced to a technique ofadap¬
tation to the natural and biological environment» (Godelier,
1977, p. 42) (10).

«Vulgar economism» applies functionalist analysis to a new
field in which the interest focusses on the rationality of ins¬
titutions with respect to their environments. It relies on des¬
cription (i.e. «the function of x is to do what it does») or, by
extension, to a définition of function as an adaptive
mechanism under which «what it does» is no longer an
observed datum, but carries an assumed (metaphysical) notion
of purpose. Adaptation is negatively defined in terms of
compatibility with environmental conditions so that, as

Sahlins demonstrates (1969 : 30), what is accounted for by
the analysis is not the existence of a particular function, but
merely its feasibility under given conditions (11).

Marxist anthropologists are critically involved in analysing
the rôle played by exchange mechanisms in reproducing or
modifying the conditions of production and in articulating
différent modes of production (12). This has led to detailed
examinations of patterns of circulation and distribution in
relation to modes of production, in particular to studies of
patterns of kinship and descent. Thus MEILLASSOUX (1972) has
argued that the controlled circulation of women through
marriage is décisive for the reproduction ofthe productive unit
itself in lineage-based societies of West Africa where
availability of labour is the fundamental condition of pro¬
duction. He demonstrates the existence and function of cer¬
tain social mechanisms, such as the passing of children
between dassifïcatory fathers and the adoption of «strangers»,
which enable adjustments to be made to labour-déficit
lineages, and argues that customs such as gift-giving, dowry,
and other prestations should be seen, similarly, as mechanisms
for reproducing or maintaining the basic conditions of pro¬
duction for the community as a whole (13).

(8) «Machinery is no more an économie category than is the ox which draws the plough. Machinery is only a productive force. The modem workshop, which is based
on die use ofmachinery, is a social relation ofproduction, an économie category». Karl MARX, Poverty ofPhilosophy, Paris, 1847. Quoted in KarlMarx : Selected Writings
in Sociology andSocial Philosophy (eds.)T-B. BOTTOMORE; M. RUBEL, Harmondsworth, Middlescx, Penguin Books Ltd., 1965, p. 107.

(9) For further discussion, see M. SAHLINS. «Economie Anthropology and Anthropological Economies», Social Science Information, 8 (5), 1969.

( 10) Social forms are perceived «as mere epiphenomena of technologies and environments, either by direct causation or by some économie rationality which makes
institutions the produce of social optimisation» (FRIEDMAN, 1974 : 457).

(11) FRIEDMAN points out : «Once one has described the actual state of affairs it is tautological to say that a particular variable is adaptive simply because it has a
necessary function in the total System. It is the System which defines the necessary functions of its cléments, and to treat the élément independently is to avoid die real
problem» (1974 : 458). He concludes a critique of théories of adaptive function applied to the taboo on bcef-eating in India as follows : «It is practically apologetic to
assume that an institution is adaptive because it functions to keep a variable above a certain lower limit when, in fact, by treating that society as a whole we find that the
ptesent organisation established an upper limit which, if the society was reorganised, would itself appear in the lower range ofadaptiveness. In terms ofthe potential ofthe
System, we must revise the earlier assertion, saying instead that the taboo on beef-eating maximises total calorie and protein output within a set of constraints which holds
that output far below capacity» (FRIEDMAN, 1974 : 458-459).

(12) «Exchange», too, is a problematic term. Since NEEDHAM remarked that «exchange is the fundamental capital ofanthropology», the term has been stretched to
cover many différent forms of transaction and circulation, of varying meaning and significance.

(13) It is important to note the direction ofcausality between spécifie kinship relations and Systems of exchange : exchange Systems generarc the spécifie distribution
of kin catégories and not vice-versa. The élaboration of rules and catégories within the «domestic domain» are thus lower order mechanisms which enable individuals to
operate the System of exchange. In Structures élémentaires de la parenté (1967), LËVI-SRAUSS concentrâtes on a spécifie level of social formation (disregarding both inter-
systemic relations and the structure of reproduction of society as a whole), and tries to show how a wide variety of kinship relations can bc reduced to a few underlying
exchange Systems. The émergence of a spécifie variant cannot, however, be determined by his analysis. «On the contrary, the occurence or possible occurence of a particular
structure dépends on its functional compatibility with the constraints ofthe local techno-ecology... the ultimate déterminant of restricted exchange is the social reciprocity
demanded by the technical conditions of life... However, the form which this reciprocity takes is not in any sensé «caused» by those conditions» (FRIEDMAN, 1974 : 453).
Since forces of production do not cause relations of production (relations of production are not generated by the technological conditions of life), «the process of historical
development dépends on the relation between technology and relations ofproduction» (1974 : 450)... «the level ofdevelopment ofthe forces ofproduction is déterminant
«in the last instance» because it sets the outer limits on the possible variation of the relations of production, lf this can be called causality, it must be a négative causality
since it détermines what cannot happen rather than what must happen» (1974 : 457).
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They are concerned, too, with other exchange mechanisms
such as the distribution and circulation of commodities and
money and the opérations of markets in relation to modes of
production. It is at this point that the work of anthropologists
such as Meillassoux, Dupré and Rey meets that of the neo-
Marxist dependency theorists, such as Baran (1957), Sta-
venhagen (1965, 1969). and Frank (1967, 1969), who are
concerned with the historical «fact» of the pénétration of non-
western societies by Western European capitalism and the
concurrent imposition of relations of dependency between the
third world and the western industrialised states. Both groups
wish to explore the origins of structural inequality (between
states, and between groups and classes within societies), but
dependency theorists have a tendency to analyse structural
change as a resuit of exogenous factors rather than to explain
autonomous or internally generated transformations to the
superstructure (14).

In seeking the laws of transformation (the means of repro¬
ducing or modifying the mode of production) Marxist anthro¬
pologists are looking at processes (the articulation between
forces of production and social relations of production),
processes which change functions and structures existing
within a society. As indicated in the earlier quotation
though différent social factors predominate in différent
societies, kinship, religion, politics, etc. and appear to
structure social relations and to function as the means of orga-
nising the reproduction of social relations, in the final analysis
it is the relations of production which détermine their pré¬
dominance, and through it, the gênerai organisation of society.
In making this assertion Marxist anthropologists such as

Godelier neither predicate «the nature ofthe structures which
perform thèse functions, nor the number of functions which
such a structure may perform» (GODELIER, 1977 : 62). It is pos¬
sible, therefore, in prc-capitalist societies for kinship, by its
plurality of functions (as organising relations of production,
political relations, and so on) to be both «infrastructure» and
«superstructure». However, «unity of functions does not imply
a confusion of functions... This plurality of kinship functions
is made necessary by the gênerai structure of productive
forces» (p. 123). In explaining the évolution of societies «we
have to explain the appearance of new incompatible functions
alongside the maintenance of former social structures» (p. 123).
Godelier has demonstrated the applicability of such a metho

dology with extrême élégance with regard to the changes
brought about by the rise of the Inca state and its subséquent
subordination by the Spanish (15).

One of the major empirical difficulties encountered in
applying such an analysis to studies of developing country
communities, however, is that not ail, and perhaps few far¬
ming communities display uniform social relations though
arising from similar productive forces, or participate in only
one type of productive activity, making it hard to détermine
which particular set of social relations of production is impo-
sing its rationality on the économie System (16). Though,
within an agricultural zone, it is possible to show that there is
a tendency for certain types of settlement and land tenure Sys¬

tems to be associated with particular techniques of
production, différent types of social relations co-exist within
broadly similar productive forces (see Palacio, 1957; MATOS
Mar et al. , 1967). Further, a household might participate in
(either severally or at différent times) différent kinds of work;
indeed, the reproduction ofthe social relations of production
for that household might be dépendent upon the continuing
availability of that variety. For example, the farming house¬
hold might be at times dépendent on hiring-out its «surplus»
labour; sometimes be a renter of land, at other times an
indebted tenant operating under conditions of traditional reci¬
procity in the provision of inputs and distribution of output
(in India, at least, both conditions could simultaneously
obtain); at still other times or in other respects, an indepen-
dentent «yeoman» farmer participating in capitalist forms of
production and exchange; yet may be retaining some
communal obligation to participate in collective activities.

PART II : WHAT DO SMALLHOLDERS DO IN THE FACE OF PRESSURE?

One particular type of pressure, and smallholders' initiatives
in response to it, will be considered hère : seasonality. Some
seasonally-occuring crises, such as those arising from the
timing, duration, and volume of unimodal or bimodal rains,
are obvious (though often overlooked by planners); others,
such as seasonal variation in births or deaths, less so (17). Only
those directly affecting agriculture will be considered hère,
though it is recognised that ail the seasonally variable factors
bearing on the health and well-being ofthe farmer, his house-

(14) Criticism ofthe oversimplifïcation of Frank 's thesis and examination of dependency théories in the light of historical and empirical studies can be found in
(MATOS Mar. et al. (1969); BURGES (1970); CASTILLO (1970) - in Spanish); PRESTON (1972); LACLAU (1971). Some confusion is apparent in their varying attempts to dis¬
tinguish the intrasysremic from the inter-systemic tensions of third world social structures; and over whether ideology and culture should be placed, within the Marxist
structural hierarchy, with infrastructural or superstructural éléments, since, e.g., kinship structures may function as both relations ofproduction and as idéologies on which
mythologies are constructed. With regard to the latter area of confusion, a distinction has been made between culture as that which renders things meaningful for
members of a society, and socio-economic formation as that which renders things analytically significant. The cultures of most third world societies exist within the
dominant logic (rationality) of the capitalist socio-economic formation ; but while, e.g. , the discovery of oil in the Amazon basin thus has significance for the analysis of
socio-economic formations, it has no immédiate (cultural) meaning for traditional Amazonian societies.

(15 «Qu'est-ce que définir une formation économique et sociale : l'exemple des Incas y.LaPense'e, N" 159, oct. 1971.

(16) In his study of the Incas, GODEUER discusses how it was possible for pre-Inca kinship relations and village tribal political relations, without a change in either
form or structure, to change their function under the enforced incorporation of Indian communities into the framework of a new mode of production. His analysis thus
does admit a greater complexity than the criticisms Ievelled hère supposes; ir does not, however, entirely meet that ctiticism.

(17) While seasons of weather or agriculture may coincide with seasons of higher or lower birth rares, it is rash to assume thèse factors are always causative. Sheila
MACRAE has observed that in the Solomon Islands, where agricultural and climatic variations during the year are minimal, there is nonethelcss a distinct seasonal pattern
to the monthly notification of births, which as yet remains unexplained. «Seasonality of Births», Paper to Conférence on Seasonal Dimensions to Rural Poverty, Sussex,
Institute of Development Studies, July 1978, Mimeo.
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hold, and his community in the end affect his capacity to farm
productively and to participate in development (18).

Studies of response to seasonality have tended to concen-
trate on its most obvious expression, among pastoralists in arid
or semi-arid areas. Though the seasonal symbiosis of some
pastoral and settled agricultural communities has been obser¬
ved, it has been discussed generally from the perspective of
pastoralists, needs (BATES, 1974; Barry, 1975). Where sea¬

sonality among setted farmers has been discussed, it is the
économie conséquences, such as price increases in the dry
season or high rates of traditional crop season crédit, which
have been noted (Von PiSCHKE, 1974). The «social» consé¬
quences, such as low nutritional levels, particularly of women
and children, at the end of the dry season, or seasonal out-
migration of labour, have been seen not merely as consé¬
quences but as «responses», but it is arguable that to judge, for
example, seasonal labour migration a «response» is to mistake
the observed fact, the proper question being not how indi¬
viduals maintain themselves in periods of acute necessity, but
how societies support themselves through year after year in
which such acute crises are «normal», and ensure their conti¬
nuation as communities. What is the response of the com¬
munity to the seasonal loss ofmenfolk?

Because of the tendency of development planners to
conceive of agricultural modernisation as solely or mainly a
technical process set within accompanying or facilitating
économie changes, some of the most important aspects of
seasonality have been overlooked, at least until the last few
years. Thus Vernon RUTTAN :

«The last two décades have been highly productive in
advancing both our analytical capacity and our empirical
knowledge of the rôle of technical change in agriculture.
The dating of «modem» agricultural growth in the new
conventional model or paradigm of agricultural develop¬
ment begins with the emergency of a period of sustained
growth in total productivity a rise in output per unit of
total input» (RUTTAN, 1977, p. 197).

This kind of perception produced smallholder agricultural
development programmes aimed at profit and production
maximisation via the création of new économie opportunities
through the delivery of technical innovations. Failures in
implementation were at first attributed to crude characteri-
sations of that odd and perverse créature, the «non-innovating
peasant»; then, as economists got to work on the détails of
small farm management, to the smallholders' préférence for
«risk-aversion» (Wharton, 1968). Making a living in an envi¬
ronment whose chief quality is uncertainty, the small farmer
ignored HYV-and-Crop Season Crédit packages which
promised higher potential yields in favour of traditional crop
varieties and practices which at least assured a more stable
return and a subsistence living though at a lower average
yield, and whose management needs were sustainable within
his own resources. What the technocratie researchers have
been somewhat slow to realise, however, is that behind the
caution with which the small farmer approaches new agricul

tural programmes is the (often) very high degree of sophis¬
tication of risk-management within traditional land use.

Necessarily in économies where cash markets for labour or
products do not widely obtain, food production for household
consumption is an overriding agricultural objective. Within
that objective, various stratégies are adopted to spread risk and
safeguard the food supply, such as (i) fragmentation of hol¬
dings and rotating cultivation rights; (ii) intercropping, stag-
gered planting, saving of famine crops which can be stored
unharvested; (iii) adjustments in management as the season
progresses, e.g. by maintaining a smaller area than originally
sown, concentrating on drought résistant or moisture-tolerant
crops; (iv) reciprocal arrangements between households.

The sophistication of some small farmers' seasonal risk-
management and the complexity of their farming practice
(even though carried out under «primitive» agricultural
technologies) has been demonstrated, among others, by Paul
Richards (1977, 1978) for Eastern and Northern Nigeria. In
the area of his study the farmers used around thirty différent
varieties of yams, with varying qualities such as good stora-
bility but poor, sour taste; preferred flavour and texture but
highly drought-prone and cultivable only in years of early and
good rains; drought-resistant or adequately yielding in years of
patchy and uncertain rain; and so on. The local research
station was unaware ofthe richness ofthe biological responses
the farmers had evolved to combat the seasonal risks inhérent
in their agriculture and, concentrating on the sole charac¬
teristic of yield per acre, were adapting for local use a few
exotic strains which required fertiliser, water, and weeding,
resources which would have to be supplied from outside. In
other words, customary risk management stratégies to secure
the assurance of subsistence needs are often critically adjusted
to the particularities of local agricultural uncertainty.

But it is not enough to note the mère existence of such prac¬
tices and potential adjustments; whether or not they can
actually be carried through relates in turn to constraints in
optimisation which may arise in other areas. For example,
Hausaland farmers' ability to overcome seasonal food shor-
tages through renting land for irrigated cropping during the
dry season, is dépendent at least in part on their estimation of
their own labour needs and labour capacities for food pro¬
duction in the wet, since debts incurred through dry season
rental are mostly required to be repaid in labour during the
wet season.

Seasonalities connected with labour are, in fact, often over¬
looked or greatly underestimated by development planners,
nor, as far as I know, has there been any throughgoing study
which takes into account its many aspects (e.g. migration,
nutrition, labour indebtedness, family-size planning, etc.) as

they affect agriculture. There is in addition a further aspect,
underlying and either mitigating or intensifying the impact of
annual labour seasonalities, and that is the variations in labour
availability which occur through the «domestic life-cyde». This
has received attention, mostly by social anthropologists
working in West Africa, but little of their findings appears to
have passed into development lore. One such study (OKALI,
1976) demonstrates very clearly how the acreage and mix of

(18) It is worth noting that not ail the adverse (or bénéficiai) effects fall in the same season; nor are the corrélations always as expected (e.g. peaks in births may
occur at a time of maximum labour demand on women). Some of the effects arc cumulative, some transitory, some permanent (lack of food during the dry season may
drive young labour off the farm, reducing the household's capacity to farm sufficient land during the peak labour months of the wet to suppott even the residual
household members during the following dry season).
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crops cultivated by members of the family group varies over
the phases of family life, how use of land passes between
family members somewhat in accordance with their domestic
life-cycle needs (children younger or older, parents or older
siblings to support, position among siblings, résidence rela¬
tionship with spouse, etc.) and how transmission of land (and
cash for opening up new areas to coco) is linked to the quality
of family relationships and structures, which may be regarded
in part as coping mechanisms against the differential labour
supply between family units.

Though in addition to purely agricultural adaptations far¬
ming households have devised elaborate social mechanisms
to cope with seasonal agricultural stress, it is doubtful if those
who argue a strictly deterministic relationship between phy¬
sical seasonalities of various kinds and particular social struc¬
tures or behaviour are correct. In fact, there is the évidence of
a few case studies to suggest that the character of seasonal
stress itself changes as social relations ofproduction alter under
the impact of indigenous or exogenous forces. (Raynault,
1976). That is to say, the character of, for example, dry season
hunger, historically changes; it is not a static, absolute datum;
its extent, impact and duration are not wholly physically
determined but mediated by social and political relations,
which themselves change over time. However, whether the
relationship is necessarily reciprocating; réversible or
temporary in its effects; symmetrical or asymmetrical (in which
case, to what degree); or, in any particular case, what the
breakdown limits of adjustment are, are questions which are
only just beginning to be explored.

PART III : HOW DO AND HOW SHOULD PLANNERS RESPOND ?

One of the major misperceptions of smallholder societies
which had led planners grossly astray is that agriculture is maie
work, that farmers are men. Women, it is maybe conceded,
might maintain a small house garden for minor foodstuffs;
women might trade foodstuffs and other crops; women might
be major domestic processors of agricultural produce, but that
women have an many African countries a major rôle in spécifie
food or cash crop production, that they might play an essential
agricultural rôle in the demands of the farming cycle, has
been, by and large, simply not considered (PALA, 1975;
Nukunya, Peil, Hm 1975). Extension effort has been directed
almost exclusively towards maie farmers denying women access

to modem practices, knowledge, and inputs; production pro¬
grammes, by encouraging maie labour to switch to the exclu¬
sive cultivation of cash or other marketable crops, have denied
women the labour essential to the maintenance of their share
of the household production effort; mechanisation
programmes have been directed almost always towards men,
often leaving women with a greater physical burden in the

maintenance of the family and the benefits of labour-saving
accruing only to the men. And so on.

The increasing agricultural marginalisation ofwomen under
many agricultural development programmes is not the only
conséquence of the overly urbanised, technocratie and wes-
ternised spectacles worn by planners, however. Even where
diagnosis ofwhat Chambers has called «rural realities» appears
sound, the ensuing development effort can go disastrously
wrong because the dynamics of social interaction have been
ignored or misunderstood; the «obvious» solution turns out,
for a number of reasons, to be the wrong one (19).

The practical problems facing development planners and
field staff in carrying out a «diagnosis» of a rural community,
which will reveal the dynamic of interaction and suggest areas
for intervention, within a neither unduly lengthy nor unma-
nageably detailed period of field research, are of immense
importance (Hunter,Jiggins (eds) 1976). The standard type
of one-off socio-economic survey simply does not reveal much
that it is necessary to know (labour debts, for example, are
rarely detected), or by revealing only one facet of a situation,
leads to faulty diagnosis and inappropriate or insufficient
action (20). In an almost unique effort in sub-Saharan Africa,
the Institute for Agricultural Research and Spécial Services
(iar and the Rural Economy Research Unit (RERU at Ahmadu
Bello University, Nigeria, and the agricultural research station
at Samaru, Northern Nigeria, have attempted to overcome
some of the problems and to devise méthodologies for
improved diagnosis, farmer consultation, and locally-
applicable research (Norman, 1974).

To what degree development staff can gain access to local
agricultural and environmental knowledge, how such infor¬
mation can be extracted and interpreted, and, indeed, to what
extent it is worth trying to do so, are ail still Iargely unresolved
questions, even though much lip service is paid to the need for
farmer involvement at the planning stage of agricultural deve¬
lopment, (vide expérience under the Spécial Rural Deve¬
lopment Programme in Kenya. IDS, Nairobi, 1975). Paul
Richards (1977, 1978) has field tested a oumber of methods
to elicit what farmers know, to analyse what they know, and to
elucidate the process whereby the farmers come to know what
they know, rejecting the «straight-line logic» built into many
questionnaires in favour of methods which build up a «know¬
ledge matrix». One such is the Repertory Grid methodology
based on Personal Construct Theory (Kelly, 1955). The kinds
of issues such méthodologies can illuminate are usually multi-
dimensional, for example highlighting the Iimited and
spécifie utility of plants or insects normally considered weeds
or pests, or the différences in évaluations of utility between
men and women or between farmers and extension agents.

«Many farming procédures have quantification built into

(19) «Long term interventions [in health, hygeine, and nutririon] are likely to involve fairly fundamental changes affecting environmental conditions or use of
resources. Short term interventions (dietary intervention, for instance) may well be best applied during the relatively «benign» season in order or build up subjects to better
withstand the inévitable rigours of the wet season. The immediately obvious solution of intervening during die rainy season may be logistically far more difficulr»
(ROWLAND.M.G.M.etal-, 1978, p. 11).

(20) The record of public works to alleviate seasonal rural unemployment is littered with such examples. Poverty and unemployment are assumed to be contem¬
poraneous; the problem is seen to be to ensure that public works do not take labour from agriculture at times of peak agricultural demand. «But if public works provide
incomes at a time when they are less urgently needed, then the problem becomes one of savings and storage which involves not only questions of unemployment and total
income, but also questions of institutions, the rôle ofmoney lenders and control over markets. Public works on their own in, say, January, do not guarantee that saving will
take place to meet consumption needs inJuly». (MAXWELL, 1978. p. 5).
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the work, e.g. the sections of a yam barn and the regular
size and shape of sub-sections within the yam farm
(Richards, 1973). Takete Ide farmers (Kwara State Nigeria)
use 7, 11 or 15 guinea corn stalks woven together as the
basis for a yam vine trellis, each stalk being the starting
point for a short row of 10-20 yam heaps (the distance the
farmer goes before straightening up and stretching), with
the ultimate effect being a séries of semi-standard and
clearly visible subdivisions within the field analogous to the
strips of the médiéval European Open Field (Atteh, pers.
comm., cf. Orwin 1966). Units of" this kind can be used
in place of a ready reckoner when estimating field size, but
since in essence they record the ease or difficulty of culti
vation rather than «area» in an absolute geometrical sensé
they will most probably «reckon» returns to labour rather
than output per unit of land. Output per unit of labour
may be the more important figure to have, but there will
be little point in therefore introducing a land-use intensi¬
fication procédure which shows up in terms of an improved
output per unit of land if the farmer has no means of quan-
tifying this and so of directly perceiving it». (RICHARDS,
1978, p. 7).

Another aspect to improving the match between «rural
realities» and development action, that of «Intermediate or
Appropriate Technology», perhaps has been more widely
publicised than any other. But is it sufficient that technology
should be «appropriate» to the resources of the people using,
managing, and maintaining it? CHAMBERS (1978) has argued
that technology should be actively used to restructure societies
or to generate countervailing pressures to the forces of ine¬
quality and impoverishment, a task which at présent is either
ignored by development specialists as a political problem, or
assumed to be performed by post hoc transfer payments, or
left to institutional means. He suggests that new technology
«can either impoverish or, through imaginative Research and
Development, may have a countervailing effect on the forces
which tend to impoverish» (p. 8). His own personal list of
criteria for future technologies is that they should enhance the

productivity of resources in relation to their relative scarcities;
that they should make more equal rather than less equal the
distribution of and access to resources and income; that they
should optimise net livelihood-intensity; and that they should
enable the physical and biological environment to be more
rather than less stable and self-renewing (CHAMBERS, 1978,
p. 8-9).

Given that such technologies can be developed and an
understanding of a community 's social dynamic secured, the
question remains : how can new techniques, inputs, services,
knowledge be introduced ? There is by now a vast literature on
«extension» its rationale, design and implementation of
services, évaluation of impact, etc. but generally speaking
the view of extension which prevails among planners is of a
delivery mechanism, passing expertise from the research esta¬
blishment down to the farmer. There are, moreover, those
who consider extension services should be Iimited to farmers
capable (defined by a number of économie and physical
indicators) of farming in a mechanised, modem fashion;
smallholders whose resources will never be sufficient on exis¬
ting landholdings to provide more than their own livelihoods
should be «developed» or reached by other means. It is,
however, precisely the mass of small farmers who must be
reached if increasing population pressure on land is not to
destroy future livelihoods; but the «lesson of expérience» is
that «orthodox» top-down delivery services are not capable of
stimulating local development among smallholders (JIGGINS,
1977).

Increasing attention is being paid to devising alternative
extension méthodologies (ADAMS, 1978), but the gulf in
understanding between those who devise and test théories
about how small farming communities in developing
countries maintain themselves and why each does so in one
way rather than any other, and those who are committed to
action in the field, remains enormous. While it would be hard
to sustain the position that no action should be taken until our
understanding has been perfected, it b nonetheless essential
that orthodoxies be questioned, implicit assumptions be made
explicit, and the conséquences of blunt intervention be
pointed out.
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